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Three keys to Hawks' Game 2 loss 

By Chris Vivlamore 

INDIANAPOLIS -- A look at the three key elements of the Hawks’ 101-85 loss to the Pacers in Game 2 of 

their Eastern Conference playoff series Tuesday: 

Third quarter: The Hawks lost the game in the third quarter. Easily. The Pacers outscored the Hawks 31-

13 in the period. The Hawks’ four-point halftime advantage turned into a 14-point deficit in just 12 

minutes. 

The Hawks shot a woeful 25 percent (5 of 20) in the third quarter, including 12.5 percent (1 of 8) from 3-

point range. The Pacers, by stark contrast, shot 75 percent (12 of 16). They were 2 of 3 from 3-point 

range – both by Paul George. He hit one to open the period and one to end it. 

“I think the third quarter our execution on both ends of the court wasn’t at the level we needed it to 

be,” Hawks coach Mike Budenholzer said “Give them credit. They were aggressive. They made a lot of 

plays. Our execution, particularly in the third quarter, has to be better throughout the game. That is 

what we’ll work on.” 

Jeff Teague scored a layup with 10:33 remaining in the third quarter to put the Hawks up, 57-53. They 

would be the last points the point guard would score. Paul Millsap scored a layup with 7:38 left in the 

period to pull the Hawks within one point, 62-61. They would be the last points the forward would 

score. 

Add the Hawks 20-point fourth quarter, done mostly with reserves, and the team combined to score just 

33 points in the second half. That’s two points more than the Pacers scored in the third quarter. 

George defends Teague: The Pacers hinted at defensive adjustments and they delivered. George took on 

the defensive assignment of guarding Teague for much of the game. Teague carved up the Pacers in 

Game 1 for 28 points. George helped limit Teague to 14 points in Game 2. 

Look for more of the same in Game 3 Thursday in Atlanta. 

“I was dialed in,” George said. “I wanted to edit how we guarded him in Game 1. It was homework for 

me. Just locking in to what he does. What’s his tendencies? Where can I get beat? Where am I 

vulnerable against him? It’s a challenge. I always want a challenge. He is a guy who I know is going to 

come back at me in Game 3. I’ve got to watch how I guarded him tonight and learn from that.” 

Teague and George traded stares often during the contest. Teague said being guarded by George was 

not the issue. The issue was the Hawks missed shots. 

“It didn’t change anything,” Teague said. “We just missed shots in the third quarter. We got the looks we 

wanted. I got in the paint. There were just some shots we missed.” 



3-pointers: The Hawks made 8 of 16 3-pointers in the first half. They made just 2 of 13 in the second 

half. At one point they missed 11 straight from long range. Pero Antic (1 of 5), Kyle Korver (1 of 4), Lou 

Williams (1 of 4) and Shelvin Mack (1 of 4) struggled the most. 

“I think there were some opportunities and shots that have been part of our system all year,” 

Budenholzer said. “We want our guys to shoot and be confident. It’s a big part of the game. We make a 

few of those shots maybe the third quarter feels a little bit differently. I think, still, defensively 31 points 

and 75 percent, no matter if we are making 3’s or not making 3’s at the other end of the court we’ve got 

to be better defensively.” 

 


